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Helps create better credit risk modelling for crowdfunding lending

Create Automated
Credit Risk Scoring
for Better Decision
Making
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AT A GLANCE
Fintech
Initially starting as a crowdfunding platform to match borrowers and
lenders, the client moved towards providing financial assessment tools
to give investors greater insight into the risks of the borrowers they
were lending to. The client needed a tool that actively monitored
accounting systems to provide automated credit risk scoring

With Zencode it was able create a customised credit scoring system
integrated to the an cloud accounting software provider to ensure that
users of the platform were able to get visibility into the potential
borrowers.
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Z

SERVICES

Industry

: FinTech

Location

: ASEAN

Employees

: 30

Services

: Credit Risk Modeling, Customised

Development
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THE ORGANISATION

Founded in 2013 and licensed by the Monetary Authority of
Singapore with a capital market services license , they aim to
connect established businesses seeking loans for capital
expansion, equipment purchases or other needs to the broad
investor community. They are motivated in addressing the
gaps in access for funding and investing for small businesses
and everyday investors.
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They hope to contribute towards fostering a culture of
entrepreneurship and to promote a more inclusive financial
system.
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THE CHALLENGE

Faced with the challenge of creating a robust credit scoring tool and

Further to this Zencode helped to integrate a popular cloud based

integrating that back to their accounting software packages.

accounting software into the system, allowing for live data that gave
better information to investors and lessened the manual work for

With so many different businesses with different credit scoring needs
and model fit, it was difficult for the client’s team to determine the
most ideal model to help their investors match their risk appetite.
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borrowers to submit their applications.

THE
SOLUTION
To use Zencode’s capabilities
in Credit Scoring and System
Integration
To use Zencode’s capabilities in Application Development with Web
Applications. Zencode developed an app for the cloud accounting
software and used data analytics techniques to sift through data
from different industries. It was then able to create a Investment
Health matrix and show that relevant data for decision making.
Through this Zencode was able to increase investor confidence and
uptake in providing loans.
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Wit Zen

’s Ex e t :

With Zencode’s Services, client was able to push out a credit risk
scoring system to specific industries that helped increase their
business by 200% YoY, with investors on average putting in 20%
more money into their first investment on the platform
compared with previously.
Zencode is able to not just program your application but also
provide a consultancy layer to help with financial modeling and
also integrate your application back to third party data sources..
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